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DataButler
A python-based tool for automatic data profiling and cataloging

Abstract

Conclusions and Future Scope

Data profiling is the process of verifying users’ structured data, semi-

structured data, and unstructured data, gathering data structure, data pattern,

statistical information, distribution messages, and reviewing data attributes for

data governance, data management, data migration, and data quality control.

Use cases of data profiling 

Existing studies on data profiling focus on identifying the datatype of the

column and sanitizing data based on statistical indicators such as mean and

median. However, our DataButler is expected to help perform the following

tasks:

Background

Methodology Results

DataButler is an open-source python-based tool for data profiling and

cataloging. With increasing bytes of data, data scientists and analysts need

intelligence to automatically discover key information about the data.

DataButler also allows analysts to be more efficient without them having to

perform EDA on every dataset that they work on. Apart from computing basis

relational statistics

DataButler also focuses on the automatic categorization of a dataset and

discovers metadata information.

• Data Butler is a python-based tool for categorizing data into 19 entities', 

containing numeric, string and datetime data for csv, text and json files. 

• In the future, the scope can be extended to more entity recognitions, 

merging multiple datasets on primary keys with a better user interactive 

interface.

• Github Repository: https://github.com/DataButler .

Benchmarking

Identify crucial metadata of the given dataset

Identify invalid values for the given column in a dataset

Identify sensitive information such as credit card details, SSN,

et al. that can be hashed to protect user information and ensure

data privacy

Perform initial exploratory data analysis to give a bird’s eye view

of the unknown dataset
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Methodology

The following is the condensed methodology workflow we follow -

The data type, as well as contents of each column is

identified. Ex: animals, currency, credit card number etc.

Various algorithms and python libraries are employed for

each entity; these are all brought together and optimized.

The data type, as well as contents of each column is

identified. Ex: animals, currency, credit card number etc.

We measure how well our test data fits our framework.

Automatic EDA, interdependencies among columns,

automatic clustering of unidentified columns etc.

Convert the framework to a Python package in order for it

to be open source and easy to use.

Compare, contrast and measure the performance of our

framework against commercial tools such as Informatica.

Here is a detailed process flow -

Functionalities

Some sample results – Frequency distributions and EDA for each entity,

along with confidence scores.

https://github.com/DataButler

